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We’ve refined the beast but the main objective stays the same - Grab the holeshot! Honda’s CRF450R is a machine designed to get you out front by 
the first turn, and then keep you there all the way to the checkered flag. Everywhere you look, you’ll see features optimised for modern MX competition 
where fractions of a second add up to a big lead at the end. Last year we offered an optional electric start on the CRF450R; it was such a big hit that this 
year it’s standard equipment and we’ve ditched the kick-starter entirely to save weight. A new lithium-ion battery helps keep things light. Race anything 
else and your ride to the first turn just got a lot steeper. For 2018 the power plant has new mapping to smooth out the power delivery and help maximise 
traction. The suspension has been stiffened and new engine brackets aid chassis feel.
 
What does this all mean for you? A faster, more agile, more powerful motocross weapon designed to absolutely give you the holeshot. Let the others fight 
over second place.

DOWNDRAFT FUEL INJECTION

The downdraft intake tract and Fuel Injection body help and increase both power and fuel-metering precision. It’s part of the reason the CRF450R 
offers such explosive power and massive torque, especially out of the starting gate and in the critical first 100 feet of the race to the first turn.  
 
NEXT-GENERATION ALUMINUM FRAME

Our Next-Gen twin spar aluminum frame positions the rear shocks mounting point lower, opening up the airbox area and contributing to a lower centre of 
gravity for more holeshots. The frame geometry also helps improve traction, feeling and steering precision.

Engine: Liquid-cooled 4 Stroke Single Cylinder Unicam

Displacement: 449.7cc

Kerb Weight: 116.5kg

Fuel Tank Capacity: 6.3 litres

Transmission: 5-speed 

Seat Height: 960mm

Ground Clearance: 328mm

Dimensions (LxWxH): 2,183 x 827 x 1,274mm

New Unicam Engine Titanium Fuel Tank Prolink Rear Suspension

SPECIFICATIONS
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Engine: Liquid-cooled 4 Stroke Single Cylinder DOHC

Displacement: 249cc

Kerb Weight: 108kg

Fuel Tank Capacity: 6.3 litres

Transmission: 5-speed 

Seat Height: 957mm

Ground Clearance: 327mm

Dimensions (LxWxH): 2,183 x 827 x 1,274mm

What does it feel like to win? What does it sound like? What does it take to win? Motocross isn’t a sport for the timid. When you show up at that starting gate, 
both you and your bike need to be ready to grab the holeshot and hang on to it until the checkered flag. 

The 2018 CRF250R uses an all-new double-overhead-cam (DOHC) engine layout with a unique finger-follower rocker design. Light is right when it comes to a 
high-revving engine’s reciprocating masses. That’s why the CRF250R gets titanium intake and exhaust valves. By changing the CRF250R’s bore from 76.8mm 
to 79mm, and shortening the stroke from 53.8mm to 50.9mm, our engineers have created a high-revving engine with plenty of room for large valves. The new 
engine breathes and revs—the two keys to making power in the motocross world.
 
Getting to the corner first is one thing, getting around it fast helps hammer home your advantage. By lowering the rear shock mount on the frame, the new 
CRF250R benefits from both a lower center of gravity as well as gaining chassis stability. The 49mm Showa® fork features a conventional spring design that 
helps increase the CRF250R’s front-suspension precision, handling and feel. Shortening the CRF250R’s swingarm helps make it lighter, and also helps give the 
bike better rear-wheel traction which is important considering how much more power you have on tap. The new design also reduces the bike’s unsprung mass.

On top of all of the above the CRF250R gets an effortless electric starter. Convenient and lightweight, it’s a huge deal if you need to restart a stalled bike in the 
heat of battle. The 2018 CRF250R really is the bike that has it all.

SPECIFICATIONS
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Engine: Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 4-valve SOHC single

Displacement: 149.7cc

Kerb Weight: 84.4kg

Fuel Tank Capacity: 4.3 litres

 

Transmission: Close-ratio five-speed constant mesh

Seat Height: 866mm

Ground Clearance: 336mm

Dimensions (LxWxH): 1,900 x 770 x 1,171mm

Younger racers may be smaller in stature, but that doesn’t mean they can’t have a giant-sized heart for racing and winning. So for these younger racers, 
Honda designed the CRF150RB as an integral part of the CRF racing lineup. This is the full-on racing machine, with a high-output 149cc liquid-cooled 
four-valve four-stroke engine with exceptional torque and drivability throughout the power-band. The championship-caliber chassis includes race-tuned 
suspension components with plenty of travel front and rear, all set to take on the toughest tracks around. Over the years the CRF150RB has won tons of 
championships at the highest levels of amateur racing. And that makes it the proven choice for younger competitors who are ready to take their racing 
up to the next level.

Packed full of high performance technology, the CRF150RB is the best place for future champions to hone their skills. Armed with a powerful 4-stroke Unicam® 
engine, that’s smooth and easy to control, a light twist-grip action gives accurate throttle response while its wide rev-range leaves other riders trailing in the 
roost. And this bike handles; the strong, slim and lightweight steel tube frame mounts a low-friction, long-travel, fully adjustable inverted front fork just like 
its big brothers. With performance DNA this strong, you’ll be winning races in no time.

SPECIFICATIONS
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Engine: Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 4-valve SOHC single

Displacement: 449.7cc

Kerb Weight: 118.4kg

Fuel Tank Capacity: 8.5 

Transmission: 5-speed constant mesh

Seat Height: 959mm

Ground Clearance: 328mm

Dimensions (LxWxH): 2,175 x 827 x 1,274mm
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The Honda CRF450RX is the ultimate weapon for serious off-road competitors. At its core, we’ve taken our new CRF450R and optimized it for off-road racing. 
And not with just some new tires or graphics. We’ve done it the Honda way—the right way. And the results are, well, electrifying.
 
Designed specifically for the demands of off-road riding, the CRF450RX’s new Showa Spring Fork and suspension components are fully adjustable and chosen 
to give you the ultimate tunability and performance in the field for changing conditions. An 18-inch rear wheel is another indication of the CRF450RX’s off-road 
heritage. Whether your trail has red clay, loamy berms, sand or rocks, you’re going to find this bike offers the performance you need.

The power plant offers impressive power and is tuneable via a range of engine maps. The latest generation CRF chassis means the RX handles everything you 
can throw at it. The dual exhaust system is compact and positioned closer and lower in the frame’s center to take weight off the rear end and bring more mass 
to the bike’s center for superior handling.

ELECTRIC START

The CRF450RX comes with an electric-starting system as standard equipment. 
 
LARGE FUEL TANK

Stopping for fuel in a race costs time. With the CRF450RX’s 8.5 litre fuel tank you can keep roosting instead of refueling.
    

SPECIFICATIONS
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Engine: Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 4-valve SOHC single

Displacement: 249.4cc

Kerb Weight: 115kg

Fuel Tank Capacity: 7.3 

Transmission: 5-speed constant mesh

Seat Height: 958mm

Ground Clearance: 346mm

Dimensions (LxWxH): 2,174 x 827 x 1,261mm

The wildly popular CRF250X is right at home in the gnarliest terrain, ripping up trails and climbing rocky grades with equal ease. Pushing limits has never 
been so much fun.

What makes it so good? Start with a compact, liquid-cooled 4-stroke engine with a Unicam® 4-valve head that churns out dynamic bursts of power with 
a smooth, responsive delivery. Wrap it up in a lightweight, race ready aluminium twin-spar frame and add compliant  high quality suspension to provide 
traction in the toughest conditions. Style with aggressive bodywork that turns heads, and you have the CRF250X.

A bike without equal.
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Engine: Air-cooled 4 stroke single-cylinder SOHC

Displacement: 223cc

Kerb Weight: 113kg

Fuel Tank Capacity: 7 / 1.6 litres reserve

Transmission: 6-speed constant mesh

Seat Height: 872mm

Ground Clearance: 305mm

Dimensions (LxWxH): 2,059 x 801 x 1,190mm
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Work is all relative. With the CRF230F, even the most testing of terrain is a piece of mud-cake. This near-indestructible machine will be your farm side-kick, 
day in and day out, aside from those weekends that you whip it out on the trail. It has a low seat height that makes it easy to ride, and the 305mm of ground 
clearance keeps the motor protected and out of trouble.

The CRF230F prides itself in being lightweight and low maintenance. It has a sturdy frame that rides like a workhorse, and an Electric Start that gives security 
no matter the weather. The 223cc 4-stroke, air-cooled, single cylinder engine delivers a flat torque curve and smooth-shifting six-speed transmission. 
In addition it has very long front and back travel suspension, that irons out the biggest of bumps. Refusing to misbehave, this bike will make a big part 
of your tough job effortless.

SPECIFICATIONS





K I D S  R A N G E



Engine: Air-cooled 4-stroke 2-valve SOHC single

Displacement: 49cc

Kerb Weight: 50kg

Fuel Tank Capacity: 2.6 litres

Transmission: 3-speed with automatic clutch

Seat Height: 548mm

Ground Clearance: 146mm

Dimensions (LxWxH): 1,305 x 583 x 780mm

Honda’s rugged range of CRF-F recreational bikes give easy riding confidence to young riders, and endless thrills and excitement as their experience and skills 
grow. Each one of these dirt bikes opens doors to enjoyment that lasts a lifetime and with their powerful engines, sturdy chassis and big bike look, they are the 
perfect stepping stone when the time is right.

The CRF50F is the perfect first bike for young riders. Easy to start, easy to use, and always fun. When a youngster gets that unstoppable urge to ride there’s no 
better starting point than a bright red Honda CRF off-roader. Let the adventure begin.

19
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Engine: Air-cooled 4-stroke 2-valve SOHC single

Displacement: 109cc

Kerb Weight: 74kg

Fuel Tank Capacity: 4.5 litres

Transmission: 4-speed, constant mesh

Seat Height: 667mm

Ground Clearance: 175mm

Dimensions (LxWxH): 1,560 x 685 x 910mm

Designed for the younger generation of riders, the CRF110F is the perfect fit for young riders looking for big off-road thrills. The 109cc four-stroke engine offers 
smooth power and torque, whilst the responsive four-speed transmission will leave the competition behind through tough terrain and sharp bends.

The CRF110F offers seriously grown-up features; the latest racing-inspired graphics lends big-bike appeal to the compact 74kg ride, and a new steel backbone 
frame and swing-arm balance rigidity and flexibility to allow the rider to fully exploit the engine’s capabilities.

20
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We’ve got some big guns in our CRF–MX line up and the new CRF125F is proud to stand next to them.

The perfect entry bike for young guns who are looking for a bike to feed their dirt track passion. It may be small but it shares the same styling, and some of the 
features of its big brother, the awesome CRF450R. It’s a sibling with a massive pedigree.

Hit the electric start and the air-cooled SOHC engine is eager to go. Tuned specifically for smooth bottom end torque, it’s perfect for junior riders. The diamond 
spar steel frame, the 31mm diameter forks with 124mm (FB 133mm) of travel and Honda’s Pro-Link rear suspension system provide a tough chassis to bash on 
through the rough stuff. This bike will light the fuse for any kid who wants to progress to bigger firepower later.

Engine: Air-cooled, single-cylinder, SOHC four-stroke

Displacement: 125cc

Kerb Weight: 87kg (FB 88kg)

Fuel Tank Capacity: 4.3 litres

Transmission: 4-speed

Seat Height: 735mm (FB 785mm)

Ground Clearance: 216mm (FB 265mm)

Dimensions (LxWxH): 1,770 x 740 x 1,010mm (FB 1,860 x 770 x 1,075mm)

21
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There’s no better way to spend a weekend than riding your dirt bike. And there’s no better way to do it than on a Honda CRF150F. This mid-sized bike designed 
for adults and bigger adolescents. The single-cylinder engine is designed to be as maintenance free as a dirt bike can be. It sports a wide, user-friendly power-
band perfect for trail riding. Front disc brake, an electric starter and Pro-Link rear suspension bring it all together. 

Engine: Air-cooled, single-cylinder, SOHC four-stroke

Displacement: 149cc

Kerb Weight: 107kg

Fuel Tank Capacity: 8 litres

Transmission: Five-speed

Seat Height: 832mm

Ground Clearance: 257mm

Dimensions (LxWxH): 1,945 x 799 x 1,111mm
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N  C O M P A R I S O N



Air-cooled 4-stroke 2-valve  
SOHC single

49cc

50kg

2.6 litres

3-speed with automatic clutch

548mm

146mm

1,305 x 583 x 780mm

Air-cooled 4-stroke 2-valve  
SOHC single

109cc

74kg

4.5 litres

4-speed, constant mesh

667mm

175mm

1,560 x 685 x 910mm

Air-cooled, single-cylinder,  
SOHC four-stroke

125cc

87kg / 88kg

4.3 litres

4-speed

735mm / 785mm

216mm / 265mm

1,770 x 740 x 1,010mm / 1,860 x 770 x 1,075mm

Air-cooled, single-cylinder,  
SOHC four-stroke

149cc

107kg

8 litres

Five-speed

832mm

257mm

1,945 x 799 x 1,111mm

CRF50F CRF110F CRF125F / FB CRF150F

SPECIFICATION COMPARISON

Engine

Displacement

Fuel Tank Capacity

Kerb Weight

Transmission

Seat Height

Ground Clearance

Dimensions (LxWxH)
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CRF150RB

Liquid-cooled 4 Stroke Single  
Cylinder Unicam

449.7cc

116.5kg

6.3 litres

5-speed

960mm

328mm

2,183 x 827 x 1,274mm

Liquid-cooled 4 Stroke Single  
Cylinder DOHC

249cc

108kg

6.3 litres

5-speed

957mm

327mm

2,183 x 827 x 1,274mm

Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 4-valve  
SOHC single

149.7cc

 84.4kg

4.3 litres

Close-ratio five-speed constant mesh

866mm

336mm

 1,900 x 770 x 1,171mm

Engine

Displacement

Fuel Tank Capacity

Kerb Weight

Transmission

Seat Height

Ground Clearance

Dimensions (LxWxH)
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2018 CRF450R 2018 CRF250R



Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 4-valve  
SOHC single

449.7cc

118.4kg

8.5 litres

5-speed constant mesh

959mm

328mm

2,175 x 827 x 1,274mm

Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 4-valve  
SOHC single

249.4cc

115kg

7.3 litres

5-speed constant mesh

958mm

346mm

2,174 x 827 x 1,261mm

CRF250X

Air-cooled 4 stroke  
single-cylinder SOHC

223cc

113kg

8.2 litres

6-speed constant mesh

872mm

305mm

2,059 x 810 x 1,190mm

CRF230F

Engine

Displacement

Fuel Tank Capacity

Kerb Weight

Transmission

Seat Height

Ground Clearance

Dimensions (LxWxH)
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CRF450RX

SPECIFICATION COMPARISON



Manufacturers reserve the right to vary specifications, including colours, with or without notice at such times in such manner as deemed appropriate. Major as well as minor changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. Consult your Dealer for 
details regarding the specifications of any featured product. This publication shall not constitute - under any circumstances whatsoever - an offer by the Company to any individual. All sales are made by the Distributor or Dealer subject to and with the benefit of the standard Conditions of Sale and Warranty provided by the 
Distributor or Dealer, copies of which may be obtained upon request. While efforts are made to ensure specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and printed several months in advance of distribution and consequently cannot always immediately reflect either changes in specification or in some isolated cases the 

provision of a particular feature. Customers are always advised to discuss specific details with the supplying Dealer, especially if a selection is dependent upon one of the features advertised. 

Blue Wing Honda Ltd

Free phone: 0508 466 326
Website: www.hondamotorbikes.co.nz


